what are the geographies of your smartphone, and why do they matter?
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geographies and smartphones

1. as an object

2. as a product

3. as a digital device

4. as part of social identities and networks
1 smartphone as an object

Children as young as seven mining cobalt used in smartphones, says Amnesty

Amnesty International

A cobalt mine
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Life and death in Apple’s forbidden city

In an extract from his new book, Brian Merchant reveals how he gained access to Longhua, the vast complex where iPhones are made and where, in 2010, unhappy workers started killing themselves.
http://geonet.oii.ox.ac.uk/blog/mapping-the-global-knowledge-economy/
iPhone X
Say hello to the future.

Learn more ›   Buy ›
location of tweets (Leetaru et al 2016)
3 smartphone as a digital device

7 in 10 smartphone apps share your data with third-party services
4 smartphones and social identities

SOCIAL MEowDIA EXPLAINED

I LIKE MY CAT
I'M PLAYING WITH MY CAT
WATCH THIS VIDEO OF MY CAT
I'M VERY SKILLED AT TRAINING CATS
HERE'S A HIPSTER PICTURE OF MY CAT
HERE IS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR CAT TO DANCE
I FREAKIN' HATE THIS CAT FOOD
I WORK FOR GOOGLE AND I HAVE A CAT
I AM LISTENING TO THE SONG "SOFT KITTY"
THIS IS WHERE I GOT MY CAT HOODIE

AVALaunch Media
Significantly more women

In every city we analyzed, there are significantly more women selfies than men selfies (from 1.3 times as many in Bangkok to 1.9 times more in Berlin). Moscow is a strong outlier - here, we have 4.6 times more female than male selfies!
Why does "Beach Body Ready" = Losing weight til you look like her! We're beach body ready exactly as we are, Thanks!